Paul Butler
Initially inspired by the work of Terry Frost, Ben Nicholson,
Bridget Reilly and Mark Rothko I have found myself intrigued
by the possibility of using simple shapes, colour and texture
to create art.
www.instagram.com/paulbutler64

Barbara LT
In pre-Covid times Barbara LT spent most of her days
focusing on painting movement, the character, “the feel” of
her favourite circus artists. Lockdown forced them to find
new ways of moving - some flying only in their minds.
www.instagram.com/artbarbaralt

Maria Eliza Breda
Maria is a Brazilian artist working and living in London.
Her works portray a wide range of subjects - from landscapes
and seascapes to domestic scenes and portraits.
www.instagram.com/elizabredarts

Jonathan MacLeod
I'm presenting my reflections on landscape before the
Industrial Age and two pieces inspired by cats. I find cats
such an amazing subject as they're comforting and wise.

Rafaela Demori
Rafaela Demori is a talented young artist. Her work is usually
inspired by music, dance, and beautiful ballerinas.

Amravati Mitchell
Amravati is a London painter, Vedic Art teacher and Art
Coach. Her paintings are surrealistic dreamlike
representations of the natural world and the process of
creation. ‘Emerge’ her largest work used the universal
process of destruction, chaos and return to a new life.
www.instagram.com/mitchellamravati

Soraia Demori
Soraia Demori is Brazilian artist and jewellery maker working
and living in London. Her interests are the human form and
dance as well as landscapes and flowers.
www.instagram.com/demorisoraia

Paul X'Arc
A collection of drawings inspired by cosmos, wee small
particles, waves & unseen forces generally.
www.instagram.com/paul.x.arc

Max W Flower
I mainly use acrylic on canvas as I love the texture it brings,
but I've started to enjoy working with everything from
pastels, oils, ink and watercolours. I believe that working in a
single medium is restrictive to my artistic process where
each idea manifests in its own individual style.
www.instagram.com/maxwflower77

Martini Yoganini
I'm an American artist shifting homes between NYC and
London. I like to work with watercolours, alcohol inks,
fountain pens, and all sorts of materials and media.
www.facebook.com/Martiniyoganini

Richard Guthrie
I am a self-taught part-time artist based in Perth, Scotland. I
create large scale detail drawings or oil paintings for sale,
donating part of the sale money to three charities.
www.instagram.com/rjgsketchbook

*espaciogallery
Ian Kent
"What is life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night. It is the
breath of a buffalo in the winter time." (From the book
'Touch the Earth' compiled by T.C. Mcluhan).

159 Bethnal Green Road
London, E2 7DG
www.espaciogallery.com
@espaciogallery

